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For people diagnosed with a mental illness, psychiatric hospitalization is one step in a long journey, consisting
of clinical recovery such as removal of symptoms, and social reintegration involving resuming social roles and
responsibilities, overcoming stigma and self-maintenance of the condition. Both clinical recovery and social
reintegration need to go hand-in-hand for the overall well-being of individuals. However, research exploring
social media for mental health has considered narrower, disjoint conceptualizations of people with mental
illness – either as a patient or as a support-seeker. In this paper, we combine medical records with social media
data of 254 consented individuals who have experienced a psychiatric hospitalization to address this gap.
Adopting a theory-driven, Gaussian Mixture modeling approach, we provide a taxonomy of six heterogeneous
behavioral patterns characterizing peoples’ mental health status transitions around hospitalizations. Then
we present an empirically derived framework, based on feedback from clinical researchers, to understand
peoples’ trajectories around clinical recovery and social reintegration. Finally, to demonstrate the utility of
this taxonomy and the empirical framework, we assess social media signals that are indicative of individuals’
reintegration trajectories post-hospitalization. We discuss the implications of combining peoples’ clinical and
social experiences in mental health care and the opportunities this intersection presents to post-discharge
support and technology-based interventions for mental health.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Emerging from the deinstitutionalization movement in the late 20th century, the recovery model
has been the guiding principle of mental health policy in many countries [9]. It views recovery as
“a personal journey rather than a set outcome, and one that may involve developing hope, a secure
base and sense of self, supportive relationships, empowerment, social inclusion, coping skills, and
meaning” [52]. In essence, recovery from mental illness not only involves removal of symptoms
and restoration of functioning but also involves recovery from the stigma and negative stereotypes,
from the lack of opportunities and finding a way of living a hopeful and contributing life despite the
limitations caused by the illness [58, 69, 94, 131, 152]. It provides a holistic perspective arguing that
people with mental illness face the complementary experiences of clinical recovery (i.e., reduction of
symptoms), and social reintegration (i.e., restoration of social lives and community inclusion) handin-hand [78, 148, 155]. Importantly, per this model, peoples’ mental health states are temporally
situated experiences that are part of their recovery and reintegration journeys themselves.
For mental health, work in the HCI and CSCW areas identify social media as an important
tool serving as a mechanism to study peoples’ mood, communication, social interactions, and
psychological states. However, despite the guidelines from the recovery approach, this body of
work has considered mutually disjoint, discrete conceptualizations of the individual experiencing
mental disorder. One line of work emphasizes the role of the individual as a patient, as someone with
a validated diagnosis, receiving treatment, and on the road to clinical recovery from a mental illness.
Work in this area leverages individuals’ social media data to explore the efficacy of predictions
in supporting early diagnosis, evidence-based treatment, and deploying timely patient-provider
interventions [27, 34, 54, 132]. Another line of work emphasizes the individual’s role as a support
seeker who makes sensitive self-disclosures and participates in online health communities to
maintain their mental health outside clinical care [7, 8, 45, 55, 122, 140].
However, as posited by the recovery approach, one’s role as a patient and as a support seeker
are not dichotomous, and peoples’ experiences are often in transition along the course of illness.
When we project narrow, oversimplified conceptualizations of the individual as either a patient
or support seeker, and fail to understand the relationship between the two, we do not account for
the contextualized, multiple, and heterogeneous experiences of people in reality. With emerging
evidence about the potential of social media to support clinical diagnostic predictions and social
support provisions [8, 27, 34, 54], it is timely to examine the intersection of these two perspectives.
In this paper, we ask, how can we study the different journeys of those with mental health conditions
combining their experiences of clinical recovery and social reintegration? Anchoring on psychiatric
hospitalizations as a liminality [154], during which people enter and leave the role as a patient to
self-manage their condition, we focus on three research questions:
RQ1: What self-presentation and behavioral signals on social media characterize individuals’
mental health statuses around psychiatric hospitalizations?
RQ2: What trajectories on social media showcase transitions between these statuses surrounding
the hospitalizations?
RQ3: What social media-based signals are indicative of social reintegration trajectories of individuals following hospitalizations?
To answer these questions, we combine data from medical records comprising clinical information related to diagnosis codes and hospitalization dates, with social media data from Facebook
archives of 254 consented participants who have experienced at least one hospitalization for
psychosis (N=142), mood disorders (N=106), or other mental health conditions (N=6). Across all
participants, we compile over 980 thousand Facebook posts around 372 hospitalization events. Then
towards answering RQ1, we adopt the Possible Selves framework [103] as a theoretical lens to
capture and interpret peoples’ conceptions of self-knowledge and alternate versions of themselves
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in the future. With this framework, we use Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) [108] to enumerate
common behavioral patterns or “possible selves statuses” (PSS) on Facebook seen around participants’ hospitalizations: self-regulation, self-awareness, sociality, withdrawal, re-adjustment, and
incorporation-focused. We validate the GMM components with qualitative interviews with clinical
domain experts and define a taxonomy of six possible selves exhibited on Facebook surrounding
psychiatric hospitalizations. Next, to address RQ2, we present a linear transition model between the
derived PSS during the periods before and after hospitalizations to understand peoples’ clinical
recovery and social reintegration trajectories, contributing an empirical framework of mental health
transitions. Finally, for RQ3, to demonstrate the utility of the derived taxonomy and the framework
of mental health status transitions, we define a PSS-based operationalization of social reintegration.
We conduct regression analyses to assess signals on Facebook that are associated with successful
social reintegration post-hospitalization.
Through a theory-driven modeling approach based on the possible selves framework and insights
clinically-grounded in the recovery model, our work presents a first step towards understanding
personalized and heterogeneous behaviors and self-presentations of people as they experience
mental health status transitions around psychiatric hospitalizations. We discuss the theoretical
implications of combining peoples’ clinical and social experiences in mental health care and the
opportunities this intersection presents to post-discharge support, sensemaking in healthcare
settings, and technology-based interventions for mental health. Finally, we put forth what it means
to design social media platforms for online social reintegration after major life transitions.
2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
2.1 Clinical Studies of Psychiatric Hospitalization Experiences
Since the deinstitutionalization movement [10], the role of the psychiatric hospital has shifted from
a place for long-term stay and treatment to a community-based system of care emphasizing reducing
feelings of dependency, and supporting integration [139]. Today, when patients are admitted to a
psychiatric bed, the goals of clinical care revolve around crisis stabilization, diagnosis, and initiation
of appropriate treatment [139]. Once patients’ symptoms stabilize, this model encourages rapid
discharge from the hospital so that individuals may continue receiving care in outpatient settings.
However, psychiatric hospitalizations are still life-altering, as the admission often implies that
individuals are unequipped to manage their psychiatric needs and require removal from their
existing environment to receive appropriate, urgent care [32]. When an individual is admitted to a
hospital for mental illness, it is often due to an adverse event like self-harm or suicidal ideation,
lack of insight or denial of illness, social crises such as relationship problems, or non-compliance
with medication [89]. Based on the symptoms, treatment during hospitalization involves individual
and group therapy, psychotherapy, pharmacotherapy, or other standing medication [162]. Such
circumstances increase stress experienced by the patient and their caregivers, leading to perceptions
of hospitalization-related anxiety, and fear of confinement [120]. Recovery journeys of people posthospitalization are similarly challenging due to the high likelihood of re-hospitalization [153], lack
of support, non-adherence and side effects to medication, and difficulty in managing the condition
and reintegrating back to social life and roles [89]. Paksarian et al. [120] found 69% of participants
reporting at least one of their hospitalizations as traumatic, with the most common experiences
related to rigidity and involuntary hospitalization, being put on restraints, and being forced to take
medications. Ådnanes et al. [3], on the other hand, found participants reporting re-hospitalizations
to be less traumatizing than the first hospitalization, a necessary relief, as occurring by default and
without progress, and as part of the recovery process.
Whether positive or negative, while re-hospitalizations reflect the clinical aspects of recovery
journeys, social processes are found to be equally important. Based on a systematic review and
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narrative synthesis of the literature, Leamy et al. [94] identified five categories (CHIME): connectedness, hope and optimism about the future, identity, meaning in life, and empowerment to engender
recovery processes. Hope, agency, opportunity for purposeful activity, and social inclusion are
measured as outcomes of recovery in mental health [117]. In fact, successful social reintegration
involving resuming “age, gender, and culture appropriated roles, statuses and activities” [47] and
community participation [2] can help reduce stigma and improve overall well-being [155].
Underpinning this interplay of clinical and social processes is the recovery approach [9], as
introduced in Section 1. Notable here is the work of Corey Keyes, who has advocated viewing
recovery as flourishing in life despite having a mental illness and relying on two complementary
reintegration experiences: the restoration from mental illness and the optimization of positive
mental health [129]. These perspectives put the individual in the center and highlight the importance
of understanding interrelationships over time and episodes like hospitalizations as part of “life course
experiences with health” [146]. Combining medical records information (e.g., hospitalizations) and
social media data of people suffering from mental distress, in this paper, we adopt the recovery
and person-centered care approach in our characterization of mental health status transitions to
capture social and clinical aspects of peoples’ hospitalization experiences.
2.2 Study of Mental Health Experiences in the Social Computing Literature
In the last decade, social media has emerged as an important tool in mental health, meeting various
social, technical, public health, and clinical goals. The first category of this research includes
computational and predictive approaches using social media data to infer peoples’ mental health
states, targeting different conditions [15, 27, 35, 134], platforms [27, 141], and disciplines [16, 17,
34, 72]. Interest in social media data stems from the fact that it is readily available and can be
unobtrusively gathered, overcoming challenges in state of-the-art clinical assessments of mental
health that involves subjective recollection of historical facts – a method prone to retrospective recall
bias [38]. We refer to these works appropriating social media data to inform clinical efforts around
early diagnosis, tailoring treatment, or delivering patient-provider interventions as perspectives on
clinical care in mental health.
In a second category, we find approaches to study people’s motivations, goals, and practices
in using social media for support and help-seeking behaviors, often outside of clinical treatment.
For instance, Andalibi et al. found that individuals struggling with negative emotions, such as
that related to depression or self-harm, use Instagram to self-disclose and engage in storytelling
about their stigmatized experiences [8]. Further relating to stigmatized experiences around mental
health, both qualitative and quantitative studies have identified how platform interactions lead
to self-disclosure, social capital and social support goals and outcomes [7, 44, 115, 119, 163]. We
consider this body of research to provide perspectives on social care in mental health.
However, pathways to social care (relating to support, disclosure, stigma, etc.) and clinical care
(relating to symptom management, etc.) are not dichotomous. Both social relationships and clinical
care are required to improve the overall well-being of those with mental illnesses [155]. Despite
this, current approaches in social computing to study mental health are heavily focused either on
diagnostic interventions or management of the illness and social support, as noted above.
Ernala et al. [54] critiqued this disjoint consideration of the mental health experience in social
computing literature. This work found that social media-based “proxy diagnostic signals” used
to characterize people’s mental illness diagnoses on social media do not generalize to patient
populations; thus revealing significant behavioral differences between patients with a valid clinical
diagnosis who use social media, and those seeking help for their mental distress online. To realize the
potential of social media in mental health, we argue that it is crucial to consider the mental health
experience of an individual as a whole, intertwining their clinical and social recovery journeys. In
this paper, we synthesize viewpoints from both clinical and social care perspectives to study how
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mental health related major life transitions – hospitalizations – are exhibited on social media. For
this, we combine medical records comprising clinical information on diagnosis and hospitalizations
with social information about online self-presentation and social interactions.
2.3 Social Media, Health Transitions and Liminality
“Transition” is a concept widely used in the social science literature and is most commonly defined
as “a process of convoluted passage during which people redefine their sense of self and redevelop
self-agency in response to disruptive life events [93].” While some conceptualize transitions as linear
processes with a clear beginning and end [154], others note that transitions can be “complex,
nonlinear, sometimes cyclical and potentially recurring” [65, 92].
2.3.1 Social Media Use around Major Life Transitions. Technologies like social media play an
important role during major life transitions and help individuals establish a “new normal” [73, 105],
conduct identity work [46, 111] and reach out to similar others [136]. Prior research has examined
the use of social media platforms like Facebook [22], MySpace, Tumblr [73] and Twitter [46] around
several events marking major life transitions such as engagement [46], marriage [106], parenthood [64], loss of a job [22], divorce [160], the loss of a loved one [19, 63, 79, 104], and transition
to college [144]. Research has also shown that people actively shape their digital footprints on
these platforms by curating the self-presentation signals representative of a prior identity [73].
Researchers have also identified changes in language use [19] and behaviors on social media surrounding transitions [41, 43]. Our work contributes to this literature by examining psychiatric
hospitalizations, an unexplored life event under the lens of life transitions. We build on the methods and findings in these existing studies to identify shifts in individuals’ self-presentation and
behavioral signals during transitions, relative to a previous ‘normal.’
2.3.2 Modeling and Understanding Health Transitions. Prior work in HCI and CSCW has explored
different approaches to characterize and model health status transitions [81, 98, 121]. Relevantly,
MacLeane et al. [101] developed a taxonomy of phases of addiction on Forum 77, an online health
forum, using the transtheoretical model of behavior change [128]. Hayes et al. [76] defined the
concept of a ‘personal cancer journey’ drawing from an in-depth study of cancer communities,
while Jacobs et al. [86] presented a holistic framework describing the cancer journey from patientcentered perspectives (also see Levonian et al. [95]). Eschler and Pratt identified the tasks related
to challenges and responses in different phases of young adult cancer during diagnosis, treatment
and survivorship [57]. Wen and Rose [157] developed machine learning methods to extract cancer
event trajectories from messages in online breast cancer support groups. Liu et al. [98] similarly
combined domain knowledge and machine learning methods to form a hierarchical classification of
Twitter data that resolves different stages of drinking behavior. Feuston et al. studied how people
get back to their social lives following traumatic brain injury. and they introduced the concept
of social re-emergence as “a non-linear process of developing a new social identity that involves
withdrawing from social life, developing goals for social participation, disclosing health information
for social support and acceptance, and attaining social independence.” [59]. Drawing on the notion
of illness trajectory introduced by Strauss and colleagues [36, 149], Chen et al. discuss chronic care
cycles, the repeated cycles between routine medical visit and subsequent homecare period [28].
Burgess et al. [21] studied how patient information work shifts over time and highlight two distinct
but often overlapping phases, ‘learning’ and ‘living with’ a chronic condition.
In the case of mental health status transitions around hospitalizations, complex, cyclical and
potentially recurring transitions are likely due to the high likelihood of relapse. As a first step
into the study of recovery and reintegration transitions in mental health, we focus on individual
hospitalization events in a person’s journey with mental illness. For easier interpretation, we propose
a linear transition model to understand recovery and reintegration trajectories after hospitalization.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics of participants.
Variable

Statistics

Distribution

Demographics
Age
Mean = 24.0, Median = 22.4, Range = (15.1, 60.7)
Gender
Male | Female (55% Female)
Race
Native American/Indian, African American, White, Other
Ethnicity
Hispanic/Latino | Non-Hispanic/Latino (85% Non-Hispanic/Latino)
Diagnosis
Psychosis, Mood disorders, Other disorders
Facebook data
#Posts
Mean = 2596.3, Median = 1471.0, Range = (0, 11018.0)
Duration (days)
Mean = 1025.16, Median = 730.0, Range = (1, 3287)
Medical data
#Hospitalizations
Mean = 2.3, Median = 2.0, Std = 2.14, Range = (1, 17)
Duration (days)
Mean = 15.5, Median = 11, Std = 13.7, Range = (1, 104)
Gaps (days)
Mean = 365.2, Median = 175.5, Std = 513.9, Range = (2, 4179)

Further, we expect multiple co-occurring self-presentational and behavioral changes related to
clinical and social processes, per the recovery model [9] (Section 2.1). Therefore, we adopt the
Possible Selves framework [103], described in Section 4.1, to guide our modeling approach and
interpret findings.
2.3.3 Psychiatric Hospitalization as a Liminal Period. Many major life transitions, including health
transitions, are marked by rituals. Van Gennep’s [154] liminality framework refers to transitory
processes as comprising preliminal, liminal, and postliminal stages, that relate to separating from
a previous identity, making the transition, and incorporating back into the social world after
transition, respectively. In the context of health transitions, Kaziunas and colleagues examined the
interconnections between information and emotion work performed by bone marrow transplant
caregivers by adopting a liminality lens [88]. The findings from this work highlight the usefulness of
the liminality framework to make visible the work involved in navigating multiple social lives (as a
part of everyday life and as a medical caregiver.) Following Van Gennep, hospitalizations for mental
illnesses, the duration of which can range between a day to 4 months [107], can also be considered
as institutionalized rituals and periods of liminality. While the individual transitions to their role
as a patient in the hospital, there are many rules and rituals set by the hospital that they have
to follow, including initially being in a locked ward that they cannot leave at will, and following
a schedule for their meals, treatments, and activities. Importantly, in many cases, there is a lack
of access to technology, social support, and offline connections [32, 120]. Finally, post-discharge
from the hospital, individuals need to manage their new treatment plans and reintegrate back to
professional, personal, or social lives [2].
3 DATA
3.1 Participant Recruitment and Data Collection
For this study, we utilized Facebook data of consented participants with a medical history of at
least one hospitalization due to a mental health condition. This data was collected as a part of
a broader research study involving the paper’s authors, aimed at identifying technology-based
mental health information to provide early identification, intervention and treatment to patients
with psychiatric disorders. The research protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board
(IRB) of the coordinating institution managing patient recruitment – a large healthcare organization
in the north-east of the United States, as well as the local IRBs at collaborating sites.
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Individuals over 15 years of age were recruited from various inpatient and outpatient psychiatric
departments at the coordinating and partner institutions. Participants were eligible if they were
diagnosed with a schizophrenia spectrum disorder, mood disorder with and without psychotic
features, borderline personality disorder or anxiety disorder based on clinical assessment scales (e.g.,
the Psychiatric Diagnostic Screening Questionnaire or PDSQ [164]) and formal clinical examination
conducted by a licensed clinical psychologist, and facilitated by the Structured Clinical Interview for
DSM-5 (SCID) [145]. Participants also experienced at least one hospitalization for the mental health
condition. Informed consent was obtained from participants after describing to them the research
study, type of data to be collected, policies for storage and use, clinical risk mitigation protocols, and
clarifying that their relationship with the medical institution would remain unaltered whether they
chose to participate in the study or not. Consented participants included 142 psychiatric patients
diagnosed with schizophrenia, 106 diagnosed with mood disorders, and 6 with other mental health
conditions (Table 1). To answer the RQs, in downstream analyses, we combine participants with
schizophrenia, mood disorders, and other mental health conditions into a single study population.
While the objective outcomes of recovery, such as time taken for remission of symptoms and
probability of relapse, vary across these conditions, clinical literature suggests commonalities in
subjective recovery and reintegration experiences like a growing sense of agency and autonomy,
quality of life, peer support, greater participation in normative activities, etc. [40]. As a formative
investigation into transitions around hospitalizations, we focus on understanding the subjective
experiences of recovery and reintegration transitions, thus, we combined analysis across conditions.
All data collected from these participants were de-identified and stored in HIPAA compliant secure
databases and servers, which were located at the coordinating institution with access privileges
limited to only the core project personnel.
3.1.1 Facebook Data. Upon informed consent, all participants were requested to extract and
share their Facebook data archives. This Facebook data comprised activity traces on the platform,
specifically data on friend requests, messaging, updates to profile fields, adding new photos/cover
photos, sharing feelings via status updates, shares, likes, co-tagging, as well as the linguistic content
of timeline posts (status updates) made by participants. Descriptive statistics of this data are shown
in Table 1.
3.1.2 Medical Records and Hospitalization Data. We also collected medical history for each participant (following consent and adoption of HIPAA compliant policies). This included primary
and secondary diagnosis codes, the total number of hospitalizations and admission and discharge
dates per each hospitalization event. Note that in this data a hospitalization typically indicated
that the participant had spent at least one day (more typically up to 30 days) in an inpatient
facility within the target healthcare system, because a licensed clinician had assessed a significant
symptomatic exacerbation, or a risk of self-harm/suicide/homicide, that needed 24×7 medical care,
and that was not addressable via adaptions to the patient’s existing treatment plan if any. Across all
patients, the medical records indicated 346 overall hospitalizations for schizophrenia patients, 230
hospitalizations for mood disorder patients and 9 hospitalizations for patients with other mental
health conditions with 2.3 mean hospitalizations per participant (median = 2.0, std = 2.14).
3.2 Curating Facebook Data around Hospitalization Events
The goal of this paper is to identify different journeys of people during life transitions around a
psychiatric hospitalization, as observed and expressed on Facebook. In doing so, we note that not
all hospitalization events will have similar experiences, even for the same individual. If psychiatric
hospitalizations are considered major life transitions, the effects of each hospitalization as experienced by individuals might be different. Therefore, in this work, we consider each hospitalization
event per consented participant as a different observation.
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Fig. 1. (a) Distribution of number of Facebook posts over hospitalization events (b) CDF of post distribution
preceeding the hospitalization event (c) CDF of post distribution suceeding the hospitalization event (d)
Temporal phases identified around the hospitalization using a moving average model of posting volume. The
central vertical line indicates the hospitalization admission date, while the vertical lines on its two sides
indicate the boundaries of the before and after hospitalization phases.

To gather Facebook data surrounding each hospitalization, we first collate the admission dates
for all hospitalization events in each participant’s medical history. Using the hospitalization admission dates as temporal markers, we center the participant’s Facebook data such that the day
of admission to the hospital is treated as day 0. Then we extend the temporal window before and
after the hospitalization (day 0) and stop only when we reach another hospitalization admission
for the same individual. Note that for a participant with only one hospitalization, we include their
entire Facebook archive from the earliest to most recent date. We repeat this process for every
hospitalization event recorded per participant. Across all 254 participants, we have a total of 584
recorded hospitalization events; however, only 372 hospitalizations had some digital traces from
Facebook archives during that time. Corresponding to each of the 372 hospitalizations, we gather
and center the participant’s Facebook data around their admission date. The distribution of the
number of posts surrounding each hospitalization is shown in Figure 1. The average number of
posts surrounding each hospitalization event is 3162.44 (median = 670.0, std = 8503.81). Across all
hospitalization events, the minimum and maximum number of Facebook posts are 1 and 86,465
respectively.
Next, to analyze data across all hospitalization events (which ranged from 2009-2019), we identify
a fixed time period preceding and succeeding each hospitalization. We adopt an empirical approach
by generating cumulative density functions (CDFs) of the number of posts1 before and after each
hospitalization event. These CDFs are shown in Fig. 1. Based on these figures, we observe that most
users (around 70-80%) have posts for at least 230 days before and 160 days after each hospitalization
event. Therefore, we choose Facebook timeline data spanning 230 days before and 160 days after
each hospitalization event as a fixed-length time period for downstream analyses.
4 CHARACTERIZING MENTAL HEALTH STATUSES AROUND HOSPITALIZATIONS
4.1 Theoretical Framework: Possible Selves
Corresponding to RQ1, our goal is to identify and understand patterns on Facebook that characterize
peoples’ individualized mental health states around psychiatric hospitalizations. To do so, we adopt
the Possible Selves framework [103], as introduced earlier. The possible selves concept is used
in psychology to complement current conceptions of self-knowledge and to capture cognitive
representations of alternative versions of the self in the future. In more detail, possible selves
represent “individuals’ ideas of what they might become, what they would like to become, and what
1 Overall

number of posts includes status updates and activities such as check-ins on the timeline.
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they are afraid of becoming, and thus provide a conceptual link between cognition and motivation” [103].
Possible selves are largely based on past experiences, but their essence lies in clear references
to the future [103] – they are cognitive representations of hopes, fears, and fantasies regarding
oneself. Thus, per the Possible Selves framework “an individual’s collection of self-conceptions and
self-images can include the good selves (the ones we remember fondly), the bad selves (the ones we
would just as soon forget), the hoped-for selves, the feared selves, the not-me selves, the ideal selves,
the ought selves. They can vary dramatically in their degree of affective, cognitive and behavioral
elaboration” [103].
As described in Section 2, we consider psychiatric hospitalizations to be major life transitions
in an individual’s life. Psychotherapy research has argued that surrounding this liminality, it is
important to consider the patient’s “possibilities” (i.e., the possible future states of the self) as an
important instrument of effecting a change [80]. These possible selves can be understood as a kind
of positive resource that the patient draws on when making desirable changes in their behavior
or self-regulation to manage their underlying mental illness, around the hospitalizations. Prior
clinical literature has studied individuals’ possible selves in relationship to their diagnosed mental
health condition itself [31, 84, 87]. For instance, Janis et al. found that participants with borderline
personality disorder were less likely than controls to endorse positive possible selves as current, but
more likely to endorse negative possible selves as “current, probable, desired, and important” [87].
In [31], Clarke found that being positive about achieving possible selves was positively related to
functional outcomes in first episode psychosis. We hypothesize that people’s language, behaviors
and self-presentation signals surrounding hospitalization, as expressed on Facebook, may represent
the various possible selves or “future-projected” aspects of self-knowledge, that they perceive as
potentially possible.
Our rationale is grounded in the fact that existing behavior change theories (such as the Transtheoretical Model [128] or the Theory of Planned Behavior [4]), often used to capture health
transitions (refer Section 2.3), have been criticized for their lack of adaptive capabilities as well
as their inability to take into account an individual’s unique psychological state, social context,
activity, and behavior patterns [77]. Furthermore, these models rarely match the reality of health
transitions, due to differences between actual and perceived behaviors and assumptions related to
homogeneity within behavioral change [127]. In contrast, our conceptualization of mental health
statuses using the Possible Selves framework allows us to consider that the same individual can
exhibit multiple possible selves on Facebook during a certain period before or after a hospitalization.
Also, different individuals may express different possible selves on Facebook at any given time
preceding or succeeding psychiatric hospitalizations because of their contrasting life situations.
Finally, as one navigates the transition caused by the psychiatric hospitalization, these possible
selves may evolve and change over time. In this paper, we refer to an individual’s diverse mental
health statuses surrounding hospitalizations as a collection of their possible selves.
To operationalize and capture possible selves surrounding hospitalizations guided by this framework, we adopt the following empirical approach described in the remainder of this section.
4.2 Identifying Temporal Phases around Hospitalizations
Studying life transitions surrounding psychiatric hospitalizations necessitates identifying data
spanning pre- and post-hospitalization phases where the self-presentation and behavioral changes
are most likely to be manifested. Prior work in CSCW and HCI on behavioral changes during major
life transitions found abrupt declines in posting activity on social media and noted it as a sign of
social withdrawal [55]. For instance, in individuals challenged with postpartum depression, changes
in sociality, and behavior on social media manifested through patterns of posting volume [41]. Other
work has also noted a sudden increase in posting volume referred to as a “rush” of excitement for
the future in the case of life transitions like engagement, starting a new job, or having a child [43].
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Also, per clinical literature, we expect people to show markers of social withdrawal, which is known
to be a notable risk marker around hospitalizations [97]. Therefore, we use measures of changes in
posting volume of an individual (normalized number of posts per day) to identify temporal phases
around psychiatric hospitalizations. Our phase identification approach is adopted from Ernala et
al. [55] and includes the following two steps:
(1) First, we calculate the daily posting volumes on Facebook timeline around each of the 372
hospitalization events spanning 230 days before and 160 days after the hospitalization. We
computed the rates of change throughout the before and after hospitalization periods by
employing a weekly moving average model on this posting volume time series data. This
would allow us to smooth out local fluctuations and seasonality while allowing comparison
between the posting volume at day t and that during the seven days preceding it.
(2) Next, we compute the medians of the weekly rates of changes during the periods before and
after hospitalization and use a median split method to define phase boundaries. Specifically,
the first time point (day) in the pre-hospitalization data when the rate of change of posting
volume becomes higher than the pre-hospitalization median rate of change is taken as a
cutoff. Similarly, the first time point (day) in post-hospitalization data when the rate of change
of posting volume becomes lower than the post-hospitalization median rate of change is
taken to indicate another cutoff.
As shown in Figure 1, the median rate of change in posting volume pre-hospitalization was
0.0007 and 165 days prior to hospitalization (day 0) is the first time the rate of change surpassed
this median. Similarly, the median rate of change in posting volume post-hospitalization is 0.0005
and 23 days after the hospital admission is when this rate is lower than the post-hospitalization
median. Since the rates of changes in posting volume are computed weekly, we adopt the following
day demarcations to define four temporal phases around hospitalization:
•
•
•
•

Bf_long or Long before hospitalization (𝑁 = 214): 223 to 165 days prior to hospitalization.
Bf_hosp or Before hospitalization (𝑁 = 271): 165 days prior to the hospitalization day.
Af_hosp or After hospitalization (𝑁 = 130): 23 days after the hospitalization admission.
Af_long or Long after hospitalization (𝑁 = 166): 23 to 160 days after the hospitalization.

Thus, segmenting each of the 372 hospitalization events into four phases, we obtain 781 phases.
4.3 Modeling Possible Selves Around Psychiatric Hospitalizations
Next, to define and identify people’s individualized mental health states, or their possible selves
during the above identified four temporal phases surrounding psychiatric hospitalizations, we build
a Gaussian Mixture Model [108]. This approach has been used in prior HCI research to capture the
heterogeneity in people’s social roles and their evolution [159].
4.3.1 Gaussian Mixture Modeling Approach. Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is a probabilistic
model that clusters heterogeneous, multimodal data into a fixed number of coherent components [108]. Unlike traditional clustering algorithms like k-means that perform hard-clustering
where each data point is assigned a single cluster, GMMs perform soft-clustering where each data
point can belong to multiple clusters with different weights. Using the model we assume that each
temporal phase surrounding hospitalization can be represented as a feature vector 𝑥 having 𝑑
𝐾 , one for each type of possible self status
behavioral features and there exists 𝐾 components 𝑐𝑖=1
described by the features. Each of the 𝐾 components 𝑐𝑖 is modeled using a multi-variate Gaussian
distribution with an associated vector 𝜇𝑖 of average values for each feature 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋Í. Each temporal
phase is then generated from a mixture of these 𝐾 components and co-variance ( 𝑖 ), which gives
the likelihood of each pair of possible selves. Mathematically, each temporal phase 𝑥 is represented
as a linear combination of these 𝐾 Gaussians, with the probability function as:
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𝐾 } are called the mixing coefficients and denote the probability of each individual GaussHere, {𝜋𝑖=1
Í
𝐾
ian. Learning a GMM involves learning the mean, co-variance and mixing coefficient {𝜇𝑖 , 𝑖 , 𝜋𝑖 }𝑖=1
of each Gaussian. We use a Gaussian Mixture Model to cluster the 781 temporal phases around
hospitalizations into 𝐾 components such that each component has its own single variance. Each
component then describes a possible self status (PSS) representing common behavioral patterns
seen across all observed patients and their Facebook data surrounding their hospitalization.

4.3.2 Operationalizing Linguistic and Behavioral Signals for the GMM Clusters. Next, we propose a
set of linguistic and behavioral signals that characterize individuals’ mental health status transitions.
We operationalize these signals from Facebook data during each of the 718 temporal phases. Each
temporal phase is represented by a 𝑑-dimensional feature (𝑑 = 43) vector 𝑥, consisting of features
described in the following section. All feature values were converted to 𝑧-scores.
Psychological processes. Affective measures that reflect one’s emotional response are expected
to notably change around major life transitions [110]. We use affective words based on the Linguistic
Enquiry and Word Count lexicon [151] (LIWC). We extract the normalized frequency of word
occurrence in Facebook posts belonging to the following categories: positive affect, negative affect,
sadness, anxiety, and anger. Cognitive measures also play an important role during transitions
related to mental health by mediating the affective and attitudinal responses [18]. We calculate
the normalized word frequency of the following LIWC categories in Facebook posts: insight,
tentativeness, discrepancy, causation, certainty, differentiation.
Linguistic style. The use of function words is known to provide a non-reactive way to explore
social and personality processes [30]. We use LIWC to define linguistic style: personal pronouns
(first-person singular and plural, second-person and third-person), impersonal pronouns, adverbs,
auxiliary verbs, conjunctions, article, preposition, and negation.
Mental health related. Beyond everyday activities shared on Facebook, individuals experiencing major life transitions such as a hospitalization are likely to share content specific to their
experiences of symptoms of the condition. We adopt two sets of features to identify signals specific
to the mental health symptoms and experiences. First, we use the LIWC measures related to health,
sexual, body, and ingest categories to identify word usage around the specific health experiences.
Second, we adopt validated machine learning classifiers of social media language indicative of depression, anxiety, stress, suicidal ideation, and psychosis from prior literature [135]. The classifiers
have demonstrated linguistic equivalence across platforms and accuracy ranging from 0.82 to 0.92
(recall ranges 0.82 to 0.91 and precision between 0.85 and 0.92) on unseen test data in prior work.
We ran these classifiers on Facebook timeline posts during each phase and calculated an aggregate
proportion of posts that were predicted as indicative of different mental health concerns.
Temporal orientation. Alongside affective, cognitive, and behavioral variations between an
individual’s collection of self-conceptions, the theory of possible selves posits that they also vary in
“tense” or “temporal sign” of the self, that is individuals holding notions of their past selves, present
selves, and future selves [103, 142]. To capture the temporal signs in self-presentation on Facebook,
we calculate normalized counts of word usage belonging to the following LIWC categories: focus
on the past, focus on the present, and focus on the future.
Social and personal concerns. The disruption caused by life transitions like mental health
hospitalizations is often accompanied by stress [48]. The stressors brought about by mental health
experiences are not only related to peoples’ psychological well-being but also their personal and
social concerns such as work or employment [102], housing [5], social role changes and so on. To
identify social and personal concerns during the phases surrounding hospitalization, we use the
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LIWC lexicon to calculate the proportion of words belonging to each of the following categories:
home, religion, money, death, leisure, friend, and family.
Self-presentation on Facebook. Transitions such as experiencing a psychiatric hospitalization
involve people “redefining their sense of self and redevelop self-agency in response to disruptive
life events” [52]. Identity work [111] and signaling social role changes [158] are important aspects
of navigating such transitions. Drawing from literature of identity and major life transitions [137],
we expect our participants to show changes in self-presentational signals on Facebook during the
transitional phases surrounding hospitalization. To capture these signals, we measure the following
assessment and conventional signals [49] derived from Facebook: updating profile fields, adding
photos, adding cover photos, sharing feelings with status updates, and broadcasting behaviors
using shares and likes on Facebook.
Social interactions. Technologies like social media are known to play an important role during
major life transitions by helping individuals establish a “new normal” [105], conduct identity
work [111] and reach out to similar others [136]. Also, social functioning is a key marker for
recovery in mental health conditions [14]. To capture aspects related to peoples’ social interactions
and functioning during the temporal phases surrounding hospitalization, we consider the following
features from Facebook data: number of friend requests sent or accepted on Facebook, one-one
interactions measured via the number of distinct people with whom the participant shared messages,
number of messages exchanged, number of posts where the participant was co-tagged with others,
and an overall measure of posts and activities on Facebook.
4.3.3 GMM Parameter Tuning: Determining the Number of Components. Training the GMM involves
selecting the parameter 𝐾 to indicate the number of components. We experimented with 𝐾 from [2,
10] to empirically determine the optimal number of components/possible self statuses. To prevent
over-tuning, we used the Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian Information Criterion
(BIC) to determine the optimal fit. The lower the AIC and BIC values, the better the model is at
predicting the underlying unknown distribution. Based on the values and the gradient of the AIC
and BIC scores curve, we found that GMMs with 𝐾 ∈ [4, 6] were a good fit on the phases data.

PSS

4.4 Clinical Validation and Grounding of the Possible Self Statuses: A Taxonomy
Validating the output of generative models like GaussSelf-awareness
ian Mixture Model components or Latent Dirichlet AlIncorporation
location based topic models is typically done by human
coding tasks [55], goodness of fit or predictive likelihood
Self-regulation
measures, performance on external tasks or validation of
Withdrawal
coherence [71]. However, qualitatively interpreting the
Re-adjustment
derived components is challenging due to lack of contextual knowledge, difficulty in understanding the operaSociality
tionalization of features and researcher bias. Recent work
0
5
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Percentage
has reflected on the convergence and divergence between
statistical machine learning methods (especially unsupervised approaches) and grounded theory method [13] and Fig. 2. Frequency of the GMM-derived PSS
suggests hybrid, iterative approaches that combine the two [13, 113] as possible alternatives. We
take inspiration from this literature and prior work interpreting GMM components [159] to finalize
the final setting of number of GMM components and their labels.
Using the approach in Section 4.3, we fit Gaussian Mixture Models for values of 𝐾 that showed
optimal fit based on the AIC, BIC scores. Then for each model’s extracted components, we find
the top behavioral features that are representative of the component. To get the top features per
component, we use two measures: 1) We take the feature means per component, which in the form
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of 𝑧-scores, shows whether the behavior was performed more or less than its average value. Based
on the magnitude of 𝑧-scores, we filter the top features and their mean values per component. 2)
We build a linear regression model on the probability of a phase belonging to the component and
extract features that are statistically significant and predictive of membership to the component.
We presented the top features per component for each of the
GMM models to 4 annotators and gathered their input to help
interpret and name the extracted components as possible self
statuses. To provide additional context for interpretation, we
also provided them with the temporal periods during which the
component was most prominent (for instance, whether most
phases predicted to belong to a component were right before hospitalization). Using this information, we conducted individual
semi-structured interviews and follow-up sessions with annotators to iterate over the component labels and reach the most
theoretically grounded and clinically informed GMM setting
that would capture the PSS surrounding the hospitalizations.
The four annotators included one psychiatrist and two computer
Fig. 3. Proportion of each PSS in
science researchers who were domain experts in mental health each temporal period surrounding
and social media studies and a graduate student familiar with the hospitalization events.
the Facebook data. The first author conducted the sessions to
iteratively build a shared vocabulary combining the annotators’ expertise in clinical care and behavioral analysis of social media data. Annotators compared different GMM model outputs based on
the discernability of the components and whether the extracted components were comprehensive.
Based on feedback from these sessions, we chose 𝐾 = 6 as the final GMM configuration. Table 2
shows the names of the six PSS alongside the top representative features per PSS as well as example
paraphrased Facebook posts, explaining the behaviors within the PSS. We used moderate levels
of disguise [20] while paraphrasing posts in Table 2, i.e. identifying details (such as places) were
changed and verbatim quotes were modified grammatically to safeguard privacy of participants.
Fig. 2 shows the frequency of occurrence of each PSS in our data.
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(1) Self-regulation focused PSS: involving lower engagement, reduced posting, and activity
signaling a detachment from the online social network with no indications of disclosure
about their mental health status (indicated by lower use of pronouns). This PSS also suggests
boundary regulation strategies [150] while only sharing positive content on Facebook. This
PSS is seen most frequently during Bf_hosp and is presented with lower frequency during
other periods.
(2) Self-awareness focused PSS: involving high self-referential thinking and pre-occupation
indicated by the increased usage of pronouns [1] and posting of content related to mental
health symptoms and conditions. The higher use of words related to anger, work, and money
and showing a focus on the present and future in language demonstrate an understanding of
the transition and subsequent consequences. This PSS also has reduced social interactions and
posting about emotional content. This PSS is most salient during Bf_hosp but also persists
during Bf_long and Af_long indicating continued self-reflection surrounding psychiatric
hospitalization events [126].
(3) Sociality focused PSS: involving heightened sociality demonstrated by the greater volumes
in posting status updates and photos, sending messages, one-on-one interactions, and other
activities on Facebook. This PSS only appears during Bf_hosp.
(4) Withdrawal focused PSS: involving an overall reduction in posting and activities on Facebook. As part of this PSS, people use significantly fewer function words and personal pronouns
Proc. ACM Hum.-Comput. Interact., Vol. 5, No. CSCW1, Article 155. Publication date: April 2021.

PSS

Increase in behaviors

Self-regulation

Use of words indicative of positive emotions***. “I just wanted to All other actions. E.g., use of function words, pronouns,first-person “It is world humanitarian day. I’m doing somesay that everyone danced so well tonight. I really enjoyed the perfor- singular pronouns, show focus on the present in language, post con- thing good, somewhere for someone else. Join
mance.”
tent indicative of mental health symptoms and experiences, use of me. #WHD2012 #IWASHERE”
impersonal pronouns, show focus on the past in language*, thirdperson plural pronouns, words related to anger, body, work, sadness, death, leisure*, words indicative of negative emotions**, words
about friends*. “My roommate was watching OUAT, and I remember
how quick Ruby was to condemn Regina.”

Decrease in behaviors

Self-awareness

Use of function words, personal pronouns, first-person singular pronouns, words related to cognitive processes, first-person plural pronouns, words related to anger**, words related to money*, show focus on the present in language, show focus on the future in language*, posting content indicative of mental health symptoms or
experiences. “I just can’t sleep, I watched American Horror Story for
the whole day. I promised myself I would wake up early and clean my
room.”

Posts indicative of positive and negative emotions, sending messages to friends on FB, posting photos on FB, words related to
leisure, one-on-one interactions on FB, words indicative of anxiety*,
sharing feelings with status updates on FB**, shares on FB*. Number
of FB shares relatively dropped by 100%.

Sociality

Overall posts and activities on FB, uploading photos and cover photos on FB, sharing feelings via posts on FB, likes on FB, one-on-one
interactions on FB, sending messages on FB, co-tagged with others
on FB, use of informal words. Number of FB posts relatively increased
by 341%.

Post content related to mental health symptoms and experiences, “I have a lot of best friends lol so happy... nause of second-person pronouns, first-person plural pronouns, words tional best friend day to everyone who are my
indicative of negative emotions, showing focus on the past in lan- best friend.”
guage, use of words related to leisure, adding new friends on FB.
“These winds are blowing down everything except the Trump tower.”

Withdrawal

No action.

Use of function words, pronouns, posting content indicative of men- “[The user] went to [a certain music festival]”,
tal health symptoms and conditions, posting content indicative of “[The user] added education to his timeline”,
positive emotions**, use of person pronouns, showing focus on the “[The user] added [a city] to his current city.”
present in language, use of first-person singular pronouns, anger,
words related to body. “omg! You’ve got great hair styling skills sister.”

Re-adjustment

Use of words related to leisure, sexual words, words related to work, Only use of third-person singular pronouns. “Woot! commemorating
ingestion***, pronouns, function words , informal words, co-tagging my 7th good hair day in a row”
with others on FB, words related to anger, death, adding new friends
on FB, use of words related to health***, showing focus on the past
in language***, sending messages to friends on FB***, shares on
FB***. “I’m on the verge of a manic episode. WHAT DO I DO?”

“Friends always: fight for you, include you, respect you... stand by you. People believe your
actions more than your words.”, “I am not my
hair. I am not this skin. I am not your expectations. I am a soul that lives within”, “#oldclassmates reunion”, “#fuckedup”, “#amen”.

Incoporation

Showing focus on the present in language*, words indicative of Use of words indicating positive emotions, co-tagging with others
negative emotions***, posting content indicative of mental health on FB, overall posting and activities on FB, use of words related to
symptoms and experiences, us of informal words**, function words, anxiety*. “Aww! Thanks for the feel better card!”
pronouns, sending messages to friends on FB, use of personal pronouns, first-person singular pronouns, words related to religion**,
body one-on-one interactions on FB, use of words about friends***,
health**, sharing feelings with status updates on FB***. “my girl..I
need your help pls get back to me as soon as possible”

“Anyone with a TV watching the movie
Avengers I might be able to join?”, “Anyone
coming from [a location] that might be able to
give me a ride to [another location]?”, “Sorry
I missed your show last night. Make sure you
keep me posted with everything going on.”
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Table 2. Derived possible self states (PSS) on Facebook surrounding psychiatric hospitalizations. The increasing behaviors indicate actions that are performed
more as part of the PSS compared to its average level, while those decreasing indicate actions that are performed less as part of the PSS compared to its average
level. Example increasing/decreasing behaviors for the same individual are indicated in blue. All Facebook posts are paraphrased to protect participants’
privacy. *** indicate 𝑝-values for behaviors that are predictive of membership to the PSS component. *** 𝑝 < 0.001, ** 𝑝 < 0.01, * 𝑝 < 0.05.
Example posts and behaviors

“It’s just a slap in the face when you are your
only sole motivation and advice giver... you
have no one saying ‘keep going’, ‘i’m proud of
you”’, “You work hard on your mental health
to the point your new psychiatrist doesn’t want
you on meds anymore.”, “Feeling accomplished
and great.”, “Hungry and bored again. blah!”
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PSS long before
hospitalization

PSS before
hospitalization

PSS after
hospitalization
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PSS long after
hospitalization

Hospital admission

Fig. 4. Temporal chains used to generate consecutive possible selves statuses for modeling transitions.

and reduce posting content indicative of mental health symptoms and experiences. The overall lack of activity and engagement shows that people are possibly withdrawing from the
active use of social media. This PSS is most salient during Af_hosp.
(5) Re-adjustment focused PSS: involving increased sociality, such as adding new friends,
sending messages, and co-tagging others. But this PSS also reveals more self-attentional focus
and expressive behaviors, shown by usage of words about anger, health, and death without
inhibition. This PSS is most salient during Af_hosp and is less visible during other phases.
(6) Incorporation focused PSS: involving the inclusion of experiences and narratives related
to mental health transition into peoples’ online social lives. The increased use of emotional
content and personal pronouns, showing a focus on the present and sharing content about
their mental health status indicates self-focus, awareness and disclosure of experiences on
Facebook. On the other hand, this PSS also shows signs of increased sociality demonstrated
by messages shared and one-on-one interactions with others. This PSS is most salient during
Af_hosp and persists with lower frequency before.
Fig. 3 shows a heatmap of membership probabilities of each PSS around the four periods surrounding the hospitalization. In essence, annotators found that the derived PSS captured the
heterogeneity in peoples’ experiences along two main themes: symptomatic expression before
hospitalization and social reintegration after hospitalization. Self-regulation, self-awareness, and
sociality focused PSS that are most salient before hospitalization reveal different manifestations
of peoples’ social media use and disclosure levels regarding their mental health condition online.
While some people might choose to share their experiences related to mental health on Facebook
(as in the self-awareness focused PSS), others might regulate and censor content regarding their
mental health status transition (self-regulation focused PSS). This variability in social media use is
also noted in prior work in people managing depression [56] and disclosures about schizophrenia
diagnosis [54]. Our expert annotators also pointed out that the various PSS that are salient before
hospitalization show varying levels of awareness and insights that people might have while experiencing mental health symptoms. For instance, during psychotic and manic episodes, that are
most commonly experienced by individuals diagnosed with schizophrenia and mood disorders
respectively (the majority of our study population), individuals are known to have distinctive
levels of awareness, pre-occupation, and emotion regulation[24]. Annotators also identified the
withdrawal, re-adjustment, and incorporation focused PSS that are most salient after hospitalization periods as different trajectories into social reintegration. While some people might withdraw
themselves away from social technologies after discharge from the hospital to cope with the stigma
and repercussions [69], others might increase activity on these platforms to get back to their online
social lives and create a “new normal” [105].
Although five of the six PSS occur with sizable frequencies, the sociality PSS occurs very infrequently. Examining the model, we found that the behaviors in this component were outliers and
always captured as a separate cluster is all GMM models. We omit this PSS in subsequent analysis
due to the infrequent occurrence and lack of discernable behaviors grounded in literature.
5 AN EMPIRICAL FRAMEWORK TO UNDERSTAND PSS TRANSITIONS
Per RQ2, we now study the different trajectories of transitions in PSS experienced by people
surrounding psychiatric hospitalizations; for this, we use the above derived taxonomy of PSS. Prior
work has noted that such transitions can be “complex, nonlinear, sometimes cyclical and potentially
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recurring” [92]. As an initial step, we focus on individual hospitalization events in a person’s entire
journey with mental illness. We propose a framework that models linear transitions surrounding
hospitalizations as a Markov process [53] with temporal chains generated to connect consecutive
PSS (Fig. 4). Based on the temporal chains, we compute the transition probabilities, i.e., given a
PSS is presented at time period 𝑡, the probability that the person would present any of the six
PSS at time period 𝑡 + 1. Here 𝑡 indicates the four temporal periods surrounding hospitalization:
long before (Bf_long), before (Bf_hosp), after (Af_hosp), and long after (Af_long). Each temporal
phase is assigned a PSS if that PSS has the highest probability compared to others.
The top-10 likely PSS transitions across all four periods surrounding the hospitalization are
shown in Fig. 5. First, we notice stability in the self-awareness (cond. probability = 0.48), selfregulation (cond. probability = 0.26) and incorporation focused PSS (cond. probability = 0.36), that
are carried over from one temporal period to the next; those who present these PSS are more
likely to maintain it in the future. The constancy in these PSS is also supported by the fact that
self-awareness and incorporation focused PSS are the most common ones that people transition
into – 37.5% of re-adjustment, 23.3% of self-awareness and 27% of self-regulation focused PSS
transition into incorporation focused PSS, and 27.9% of incorporation, 23.9% of withdrawal and
28.1% of re-adjustment focused PSS transition into the self-awareness PSS.
Notably, those who exhibit the re-adjustment PSS have a conditional probability of 0.37, transition
into the incorporation PSS. This transition shows individuals moving from a focus on the past to
focusing on the present which is consistent with literature on major life transitions: reintegration
is a process that first involves confronting life with the illness and then reconstructing life with the
illness [93]. This transition also reflects a shift in boundary regulation practices [150]. While the readjustment focused PSS has heightened posting and activities on Facebook overall (every behavior
is performed more than the average amount), people move past this PSS into the incorporation
focused PSS which has moderate activity and posting on Facebook. Similar boundary regulation is
also seen in people transitioning from the withdrawal focused PSS to self-regulation. Here, those
who have completely disengaged from the platform (evident from the overall lower activity and
posting), transition back into actively using the platform by posting positive content.
Next, we present a more in-depth analysis of transitions focusing on two important junctures around
the psychiatric hospitalization. 1) The first involves
recovery trajectories captured by the transitions
from before to after the hospitalization (Bf_hosp
to Af_hosp) revealing experiences related to clinical inpatient care. 2) The second centers around
reintegration trajectories captured by those transitions that are from after to long after hospitalization
(Af_hosp to Af_long) revealing experiences related
Fig. 5. Top 10 transitions between PSS that were
to post-hospitalization social care and getting back likely to be seen around hospitalization periods.
to “normal” life outside of their clinical status. As
noted in Section 2.1, a holistic understanding of clinical recovery and social reintegration is an
essential aspect of understanding the mental health experience.
5.1 Using Possible Selves to Understand Recovery Trajectories
Fig. 6(a) shows the 10 most likely transitions seen around recovery trajectories i.e. the PSS exhibited
before a hospitalization to the PSS exhibited after the hospitalization. First, we see stability in the
presentation of withdrawal and incorporation-focused PSS; those who exhibit these PSS Bf_hosp
are likely to maintain it Af_hosp. The stability of this PSS is also confirmed by the fact that
withdrawal and incorporation focused PSS are the most common trajectories we see Af_hosp
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(a) Bf_hosp → Af_hosp
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(b) Af_hosp → Af_long

Fig. 6. (a) Top 10 transitions between PSS likely to be seen around recovery i.e. transitions from Bf_hosp to
Af_hosp. (b) Top 10 transitions between PSS likely to be seen around reintegration i.e. transitions between
Af_hosp and Af_long. Nodes indicate PSS and width/thickness of the flow is proportionate to transition
probability.

– 48.3% of self-regulation, 31% of incoporation and 28% of self-awareness focused PSS Bf_hosp
transition into withdrawal focused PSS, and 56% of re-adjustment and 30% of self-awareness focused
PSS transition into the incorporation focused PSS Af_hosp.
However, there is a difference between transitions that end in withdrawal focused PSS and those
that end in the incorporation focused PSS. This depends on the whether the event was the first
hospitalization experienced by the individual. Considering only those who have portrayed the
incorporation focused PSS Bf_hosp, 66.6% of the transitions from incorporation to withdrawal
focused PSS are seen during the first hospitalization events experienced by people. On the other
hand, the majority of the cases where individuals remain in the incorporation focused PSS before
and after the hospitalization (58.3%) are observed during subsequent hospitalizations (like the 2nd,
4th, or 5th hospitalization recorded for the individual). This reveals that while those who have been
re-hospitalized can maintain an incorporation focused PSS, the first hospitalization experience
leaves most people transitioning into the withdrawal focused PSS. This could be attributed to the
stigma, isolation, or “other”-ing experience related to first time psychiatric hospitalizations [112].
This finding is also consistent with prior literature on mental health care that suggests that negative
experiences associated with the first psychiatric hospitalisation remains significant even after many
years have passed [3]. In a focus group study with participants from 6 countries, Ådnanes et al. note
that psychiatric rehospitalizations encompassed some amount of familiarity; however, participants
described the first hospitalization as “something shocking, intolerable, and terrible” [3]. For example,
consider participant A whose recovery transition showed to shift from a self-awareness focused
PSS to a withdrawal focused PSS after their first hospitalization. Participant A posted 15 status
updates on Facebook during the two weeks prior to their hospitalization, such as the following
paraphrased posts: “Live as if you were to die tomorrow and learn as if were to live forever; The only
competition you’ll ever face is with your own ignorance.” However, since their hospitalization A made
no posts on Facebook, except accepting new friends requests. In contrast, consider participant B.
Around their fifth hospitalization B showed a recovery transition from re-adjustment focused PSS
to reintegration focused PSS with paraphrased posts such as “Don’t lend people money because that
person might be a *** and not pay you back.” before hospitalization to posts such as “my brother..the
love we share is eternal. You live on in your loved ones memories and hearts.” after hospitalization.
5.2 Using Possible Selves to Understand Reintegration Trajectories
As a second deeper dive into recovery trajectories, Fig. 6(b) shows the top 10 transitions that begin
after the hospitalization and end long after the hospitalization. The post-discharge period after
hospitalization involves a shift in focus from institutionalized treatment, to coping and management
of illness. This transition is accompanied by mechanisms to break inhibitions and stigma, open
up about their experiences with intimate others, reach out for social support and improve overall
well-being [78]. The two most common trajectories we observe during the post-hospitalization
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period end in the self-awareness or incorporation focused PSS. While both of these PSS involve
self-referential thinking and self-reflection, only the incorporation focused PSS shows signals of
social functioning (such as messaging friends, one-on-one interactions, co-tagging, etc.) that are
considered positive signs of reintegration. Among people who transition into the incorporation
focused PSS, 53.8% transition from the self-awareness focused PSS, and 24% are those who have
maintained the incorporation focused PSS. Studies from the psychiatry literature report that the
stigma related to hospitalization could be transitory in cases where people resume occupancy of
normal societal roles [68] . This suggests that the transition from self-awareness focused PSS to
incorporation PSS is a positive reintegration trajectory where people move past the uncertainty posthospitalization and re-establish their online social connections as part of the incorporation-focused
PSS.
Next, we find that every PSS exhibited immediately after the hospitalization (Af_hosp) has a
transition ending in the “self-awareness” focused PSS long after the hospitalization (Af_long).
While self-focus demonstrated by the awareness focused PSS is beneficial, excessive self-reflection is
considered a central feature in mood and anxiety disorders [118], and greater focus on self-concept
is also related to internalized stigma in mental health [99, 147]. In contrast to the social stigma
about mental illness that entails discrimination, negative stereotypes, loss of opportunities, etc.,
self-stigma relates to awareness, agreement, and application [37] – a person with mental illness
must first be aware of corresponding stereotypes before agreeing with them and then apply selfstigma to one’s self. A behavioral consequence of self-stigma is social avoidance [37, 100], that is
the person may avoid situations where they might feel publicly disrespected because of self-stigma
and low self-esteem. Awareness, reflection and social avoidance that are related to self-stigma
are representative features of the self-awareness focused PSS, that most individuals are found
to transition into long after hospitalization (Af_long). Based on this literature, the majority of
reintegration trajectories we see ending in the self-awareness focused PSS might be reflective of the
long term self-stigma, that happens as a consequence of psychiatric hospitalizations. For instance,
participant C who transitioned into a self-awareness focused PSS long after their hospitalization
posted on Facebook about the stigma they have been experiencing, saying (paraphrased): “I think
the stigma about mental health really needs to be broken. I’m tired of every single person treating me
like the plague. For the last year, I have been dealing with bi polar disorder. It was the scariest thing I
ever dealt with but I learned that I’m not alone. People automatically treat you like your a different
person, but don’t show me your sympathy. Treat me the same. I’m stronger than I’ve ever been.”
6 PREDICTIVE FRAMEWORK TO ASSESS REINTEGRATION
Given the importance of reintegration from both clinical and social perspectives (Section 2.3), in
this section, per RQ3 we set up a prediction framework to assess how individuals reintegrate after
psychiatric hospitalizations. By doing so, we demonstrate the utility of the taxonomy of PSS (RQ1)
and the empirical framework capturing their transition trajectories on Facebook (RQ2).
We consider the incorporation focused PSS, which involves narratives related to mental health
and people re-establishing social interactions after hospitalization, as a PSS-based operationalization
of social reintegration. To examine the relationship between PSS trajectories and reintegration
post-hospitalization, we consider models regressing on the probability of the phase long after
hospitalization (Af_long) being predicted as the incorporation focused PSS by the GMM model.
We choose Af_long as the focus of prediction, as we expect reintegration to be the final stage
of mental health transitions experienced by the person. As covariates, we include the behavioral
signals from the preceding phases (ref. Section 4.2.2), such that the model reveals how PSS-based
behavioral signals in the past (before and after the hospitalization2 ) predict the probability of
2 As

information about the past PSS, we consider a weighted average of features before and after hospitalization.
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reintegration in the future (long after hospitalization or Af_long). We standardize all covariates
and use the variance inflation factor (VIF) to eliminate multicollinearity. The dependent variables
i.e., probability of belonging to the incorporation-focused PSS are log-transformed.
We consider several non-linear (decision tree regressor) and linear regression models with
regularization (Lasso, Ridge and Elastic Net) and use grid search for parameter tuning. We use
𝑘-fold (𝑘 = 10) cross-validation approach to iteratively train the model and predict on held-out
data. We collate the predictions, and obtain the pooled model performance measures – including
Pearson’s correlation 𝑟 and Mean Square Error (MSE) to evaluate predictive accuracy and 𝑅 2 value
to evaluate the model fit. For model performance comparison, we consider two baselines: first, an
intercept only model (Null), which assumes a constant probability of reintegration irrespective of
the covariates. As a second baseline (M_Hosp), we consider the probability of reintegration based
on the likelihood that a person has exactly one hospitalization. This model assumes that a lack
of re-hospitalization indicates successful reintegration. We regress covariates on probability = 1,
for those with no re-hospitalizations based on medical records (and probability = 0 for those with
re-hospitalizations).
Table 3a shows summaries of the best perRidge Lasso D Trees M_Hosp Null
forming models. We find that the Ridge regression model has the best performance com- Pearson’s 𝑟 0.46
0.29
0.38
0.05 < 0.01
pared to other models. Compared to the Null MSE
0.08
0.12
0.09
0.16 0.12
model, the Ridge model provides considerable 𝑅 2
0.35
0.19
0.20
82.80*** 34.13 6.77
20.03
predictive power (shown statistically signifi- 𝜒 2
cant based on 𝜒 2 tests on model performance on
(a)
held-out data). To reject the possibility that the
performance of the Ridge model is by chance,
Covariate
Estimate
we run permutation tests [6] to reject the null
LIWC Category: Negative affect
0.06*
hypothesis that a randomly generated vector of
LIWC Category: 1st P Sing Pronoun
0.23**
reintegration probabilities will perform better LIWC Category: 2nd Person Pronoun 0.18***
than the Ridge model. We run 10,000 permu- LIWC Category: 3rd Person Pronoun
0.16**
tations of randomly generated dependent vari- LIWC Category: Temporal Focus, Past 0.05*
ables, and find that the probability (𝑝-value) of Facebook: Photos Shared
-0.06*
improvement by a randomly generated vector Facebook: Number of Shares
1.35**
0.12*
is 0.003. This rejects the null hypothesis and LIWC Category: Certainty
-0.1*
reveals statistical significance in the observed LIWC Category: Differ
improvement by the Ridge model.
(b)
Next, we present findings about the most
predictive covariates from a Ridge regression Table 3. (a) Summary of regression models. Null is
the intercept-only model, the first baseline. M_Hosp is
model,3 ref. Table 3b. First, sharing content
the second baseline deriving reintegration probabilities
that is emotional (negative emotion, estimate based on evidence of a future re-hospitalization. All
= 0.06**) and personal, including personal pro- comparisons are made with the Null model. 𝑝-values
nouns like ‘i’ (1st person singular, estimate = reported at 𝑝 < 0.01. (b) Summary of covariates of best
0.24**), ‘you’ (2nd person, estimate = 0.18***), performing Ridge regression model on reintegration.
and ‘they’ (3rd person, estimate =0.16**) during 𝑝-values use Bonferroni correction (* 𝑝 < 0.05, ** 𝑝 <
the periods before and after hospitalization is 0.01, *** 𝑝 < 0.001)
predictive of reintegration long after hospitalization (Af_long). This finding is reflective of literature from the expressive writing paradigm that
observed long term benefits of expressive writing in the form of both health outcomes (less stress
related visits to the doctor, improved mood, lowered blood pressure, fewer post-traumatic intrusion
3 Note

that regression coefficients should be interpreted conditional on the penalty.
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Feature

Low High Kruskal Wallis 𝐻 Mann Whitney 𝑈 Cohen’s 𝑑

LIWC Category: Negative Affect
LIWC Category: Home
LIWC Category: Religion
Facebook: Updates to Profile Fields
Facebook: Number of Messages Shared
Facebook: Number of Likes Received
Facebook: Number of Shares
LIWC Category: Negation

-0.13 0.05 7.93***
0.14 -0.02 3.98*
-0.06 0.29 4.60*
-0.05 0.02 6.67**
-0.16 0.05 3.94*
-0.04 -0.02 2.55
-0.06 -0.05 3.77*
-0.07 0.02 2.48

2226.5***
2449*
2405.5*
2337.5**
2452*
2576.5*
2516*
2568*

-0.32
0.10
-0.38
-0.33
-0.31
-0.05
-0.31
-0.16

Table 4. Differences in features between those who show high vs. low likelihood of reintegration. Reported
measures are mean feature values per group, Kruskal Wallis test statistic 𝐻 , Mann Whitney test statistic 𝑈 ,
and effect size (Cohen’s 𝑑). 𝑝-values use Bonferroni correction (* 𝑝 < 0.05, ** 𝑝 < 0.01, *** 𝑝 < 0.001)

and avoidance symptoms [123]) and social/behavioral outcomes [11]. Recent work has also revealed
how social media is increasingly appropriated for sensitive disclosures related to mental health to
obtain support and therapeutic benefits [55]. Although the level of disclosure might vary in our
patient participants’ social media data compared to explicit, public disclosures of mental illness [54],
we find that expressive behaviors on the platform are associated with reintegration. Next, we find
that showing a focus on the past in posting language (estimate = 0.05*) during the hospitalization, is
predictive of reintegration long after hospitalization (Af_long). Drawing from the Possible Selves
framework [103], an emphasis on the past-selves could indicate a focus on getting back to what
was “normal” in the past and creating a “new normal” after the transition due to hospitalization.
Finally, certainty word usage (estimate = 0.12*) around the hospitalization, demonstrates heightened
emotional stability and is predictive of reintegration after hospitalization.
We finally ask the question: what are the differences between those who show high reintegration
signals on Facebook and those who do not? For this, we conduct post-hoc Kruskal Wallis and Mann
Whitney tests to examine feature means between the two groups. We split observations into low
and high reintegration based on the probability of belonging to the incorporation focused PSS being
greater than chance (probability by chance is one in six PSS = 0.16. High reintegration = 𝑝 > 0.16
and low reintegration = 𝑝 < 0.16). Table 4 shows the statistically significant differences between the
two groups. Those who have a higher likelihood of reintegration display more negative emotion
and share content related to religion more than those who have a lower likelihood. Disclosure,
emotional support, and faith are known to act as buffers against negative effects of stressful life
events, which likely help with coping and reintegration after the event [33]. We also find that those
who show reintegration signals stay in touch with friends on Facebook via messages. In contrast,
those who reduce interactions via messages are less likely to show reintegration signals.
7 DISCUSSION
7.1 Theoretical Implications
Anchoring on psychiatric hospitalizations as a liminality, in this paper, we combined clinical
perspectives – around symptomatic expression and recovery, with social perspectives – around stigma
and reintegration. Guided by the Possible Selves framework [103], we provided an empirically
derived taxonomy to represent and then understand individuals’ mental health status transitions.
Our approach thus enabled incorporating people’s heterogeneous experiences around recovery and
reintegration in the computational modeling of mental health. By combining the two perspectives,
we presented an exploration of the intersection and the significance of considering social and
clinical perspectives on mental health. This illuminates important theoretical implications.
As noted in Section 2.2, computational approaches to study mental health within HCI, digital
psychiatry, and machine learning frame the individual in two broad, distinct ways: as a patient
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who is receiving clinical care and institutionalized treatment for a validated diagnosis [15, 43],
or as a vulnerable individual who is seeking social care and support for management of a mental
health condition, such as from their networks of loved ones and peers, offline and online [7, 8,
119]. The word patient comes from the Latin “patiens,” from “patior,” meaning to suffer or bear.
Scholars have expressed criticism of this conceptualization. It tends to objectify the person with
mental illness [116], disregards their sufferings and identity outside of the clinical definition of
the illness [85], and fails to consider the challenges people need to overcome beyond symptom
management to get back to life following hospitalizations [129]. In contrast, when the clinical
facet of one’s mental illness trajectory is ignored only to consider their vulnerability and self- and
peer-supported management efforts, this latter conceptualization fails to account for the obstacles
an individual faces in navigating a formalized treatment plan in concert with their own attempts.
Research has shown that in some cases this lack of consideration of the relationship of social and
clinical care can interfere with evidence-based treatment, create tensions in the patient-provider
alliance, and even lead to detrimental mental health outcomes [117].
The repercussions of this disjoint consideration have been noted in recent social computing
literature [60]. Chancellor et al. highlighted that the representation of people’s experiences and
data in machine learning work on mental health – as a patient, disorder, data point or a person –
may inadvertently risk dehumanization, poor and incomplete characterization of the mental health
experience, and present serious consequences to scientific rigor [26]. Relatedly, as also mentioned
in Section 2.2, Ernala et al.’s triangulation study on methods for predicting mental health states
from social media data surfaced the differentiating uses of social media for mental health, showing
that representations of people’s experiences who make disclosures on social media and seek social
support for mental health, poorly generalize to those of patients receiving clinical care [54]. At
the crux of these observations is the fact that peoples’ mental health statuses and needs are not
isolated, discrete attributes, but are temporally situated experiences of the same person who is in
transition, given the dynamic nature of their illness.
Framed in terms of Van Gennep’s liminality [154], using our derived taxonomy of PSS, we could
examine the transitions of individuals as they enter and leave the role of a patient (Section 5).
For example, an individual could move from the self-regulation focused PSS they expressed as
a non-patient before hospitalization, to the withdrawal-focused PSS post-hospitalization, that is
reminiscent of them being a patient at the hospital facility. Our taxonomy could further reveal
the transitions that are indicative of reintegration after psychiatric hospitalizations (Section 6),
such as those shifting from the self-awareness PSS immediately after they were a patient, to the
incorporatation-focused PSS in the longer-term, as a way to embrace the non-patient identity again.
This way, we showcased how a holistic view of an individual’s mental health state, as indicated
in their clinical recovery and social reintegration can be derived by understanding their various
possible selves surrounding hospitalizations. We did so by demonstrating a theoretically- and
clinically-grounded computational approach that amalgamates insights from people’s medical
histories as well as their social media data.
Drawing upon our work, future research leveraging digital traces for prediction of mental health
states can benefit from noting that people’s mental health statuses and their exhibition on social
media are heterogeneous, and contextualized within the individuals’ specific needs for clinical
treatment and social support. Multimodal approaches, like Gaussian Mixture Models [108], that
we adopt in RQ1, when formulated with theory (such as the Possible Selves framework [103])
and punctuated with clinical insights (Section 4), can reveal differentiating patterns of behaviors
and use of social media within the same population. This way our work contrasts the theoretical
models used to understand health transitions in prior CSCW research [101], which consider
that the experiences of all individuals across the illness journey are the same, and that these
transitions are largely uni-directional and permanent. Adopting a personalized approach, our
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taxonomy gives three distinct sets of behaviors that are dominant before psychiatric hospitalization
– self-regulation, self-awareness, and sociality focused PSS. These characterizations of mental
health statuses can enrich personalized predictive models for early interventions that consider an
individual’s clinical as well as social pathways of care. Similarly, research primarily focusing on
social support mechanisms for mental health could leverage how clinical aspects to care such as
hospitalizations, medication adherence etc. impact support outcomes. For instance, in this study
our proposed empirical framework of transitions revealed that first hospitalization experiences
lead most people to transition into the withdrawal focused PSS, whereas those re-hospitalized are
able to maintain the incorporation focused PSS. The support seeking goals and outcomes for the
former group might be significantly distinct from the latter – insights that could contextualize how
different individuals use of social media to find help and advice around their mental distress.
7.2 Clinical Implications
The taxonomy we discovered for RQ1 (Section 4) on distinct PSS, the empirical framework in
Section 5 to capture mental health status transitions from RQ2, and the predictive models to assess
recovery and reintegration in Section 6 (RQ3) can be useful to improve patient-provider interactions
in treatment and management of mental illnesses. We discuss two such opportunities below.
7.2.1 Post-discharge care and support. How one manages their illness outside of institutionalized
clinical treatment strongly impacts both future clinical outcomes and overall well-being [78, 90].
But after discharge from the hospital, clinicians often lose timely contact with their patients which
present challenges for continued care and support [91]. Even when patients adhere to clinical
followup appointments, the emphasis is on treatment of symptoms and managing medication use
and adherence, rather than on improvement in social well-being of the individual [2]. Clinical studies
have highlighted the importance of social reintegration and community participation in avoiding
re-hospitalizations and supporting the clinical goals of recovery [2]. However, reintegration is a
complicated phenomenon to identify and existing instruments and validated measurements are
limited [82]; often they are specific to the domain being investigated (such as incarceration [70],
refugee migration [25] etc.). Importantly, reintegration in mental illness is poorly understood
for the reasons above. The predictive assessment of reintegration from RQ3 revealing likelihood
of reintegration after hospitalization can help clinicians better understand the outside-hospital,
post-discharge experiences of people. Especially for young adolescent populations, who are one of
the most affected demographic with mental disorders [61], social media is a significant part of their
identity and social lives [125]. How people re-establish their online presence and social connections
after stigmatizing hospitalization events can act as collateral information [124] for follow-up during
clinical sessions, discharge practices and community care. Future work can conduct interview
studies to get deeper insights into how social technology use supports (or challenges) people in
reintegrating back to their lives after major transitions such as psychiatric hospitalizations.
7.2.2 Sensemaking in health care settings. Making sense of health status transitions is of critical
importance for people who are dealing with life disruptions, such as health-related challenges [62].
Clinical research suggests that individuals involve in a “laborious sense-making activity” to “create a
new link between past, present, and future” [23] in their search for normality and self-regulation [23].
Godbold et al. [66, 67] found that people with compromised health bridged information gaps by
orienting themselves to repeated themes and to notions of what is “normal” among a group of
peers. Accordingly, the taxonomy and findings from RQ1 demonstrate how people’s embodiment
in a combination of possible selves statuses surrounding psychiatric hospitalizations can act as new
information in discursive therapy sessions and help in sensemaking of hospitalization experiences.
Drawing from work in personal informatics and self-reflection [96, 114], the extracted PSS can act
as questions that people pursue about their data to maintain awareness of their status relative to
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a goal (like social functioning or reintegration), or even for the purpose of self-experimentation
to examine the efficacy of current treatment strategies. The Possible Selves framework [103] is
also known to elicit behavioral change and has been adopted in psychotherapy [12], because the
very conceptualization process of possible selves may lead the way toward more planned and
intentional interventions. Supported by our taxonomy of PSS transitions, clinicians and therapists
can encourage patients to discuss their recovery and reintegration trajectories. For instance, if a
person was transitioning into a withdrawal-focused PSS in the long term (indicating an overall
reduction in activity and engagement with others) clinicians can encourage them to discuss and
address any challenges to social reintegration they might be facing after hospitalization. The
derived transitions between PSS from RQ2 can further act as a component through which selfmotivation and self-knowledge are influenced [80] in clinical care settings – after all, the essence
of sensemaking for an individual with mental distress is often to embrace a positive change.
7.2.3 Ethical implications. The introduction of insights from social media data into clinical settings,
as discussed above, requires careful consideration of ethical implications concerning privacy, ethics,
consent and clinical responsibility. First, consent procedures would not only need to include privacy
and confidentiality with respect to data collection and data use, but also the clinical settings
(in-patient, out-patient, therapy sessions) in which social media data might be incorporated. To
elucidate this information, more research is needed from interdisciplinary teams of clinicians,
researchers and patients to understand the efficacy and potential outcomes of introducing social
media data into clinical contexts. When to seek consent from participants managing mental illness
is also important. In this study, clinicians assessed potential participants’ symptomatic conditions
before reaching out regarding study participation. Participants should also be given an option to
opt-out of research programs without any consequences to their ongoing treatment and care at
the facility. Lastly, the data used in this study were obtained from consenting participants who
were fully informed of the risks and benefits of participation. For future work, the potential for this
information to reveal sensitive clinical insights may motivate other parties to collect and analyze
it without consent. Thus, it is important for clinicians and researchers to develop standards to
protect the confidentiality and the rights of this sensitive population to avoid misuse of personal
information and to maintain individual autonomy.
7.3 Design implications
7.3.1 Designing for online social reintegration. In our work, we found evidence suggesting that
Facebook can act as space for online social reintegration for individuals transitioning around
psychiatric hospitalizations. Findings from RQ3 showed that emotional and personal sharing around
hospitalization is predictive of reintegration in the future. Those who show a high likelihood of
reintegration stay in touch with friends via messages more so than those who do not show these
signals. So how can we design social media to support peoples’ reintegration journeys? Extensive
literature shows that social media use is associated with social capital gains – both bonding capital
in the form of emotional support received from strong ties [50], and bridging capital in the form of
new information received from weak ties [130]. Social capital benefits are immensely helpful to
individuals during post-hospitalization periods. Strong ties can provide relationship maintenance
benefits [51] and emotional support [156] after the psychiatric hospitalization. Weak ties can
similarly be helpful. Regaining employment, access to new information and resources, support for
health-related stigma and community support are all important factors that support reintegration
journeys that weak ties are known to provide [22, 39]. Consistent with prior work on identity
transitions [73], we found that social media enables people to embody multiple, heterogeneous
possible selves surrounding hospitalization. Prior work suggests that individuals attempt to manage
the link between their previous and current identity by editing self-presentational data, and the
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configuration of the network itself [75]. In the case of transitions surrounding hospitalization,
individuals may wish to draw on social capital benefits discussed above from a selective set of
Facebook friends, while not disclosing to others on their network. They might embody multiple
PSS, say both incorporation-focused and withdrawal-focused PSS after hospitalization. How can we
design social media to support selective presentation of the PSS to different audiences? To support
this multiplicity, it will be helpful if platforms provided better controls for audience segmentation
and selection [143], so that the multiple possible selves can be presented to appropriate audiences
without inhibition and negative repercussions like context collapse or compromised privacy.
Our findings in this paper are based on Facebook, one of the most widely used social media
platforms that supports connections to people one knows in the offline context [50]. Other social
media platforms with affordances for anonymity (like Twitter or Reddit) may also support disclosure
of sensitive, personal topics about individuals’ mental health transition experiences [42]. Online
mental health communities play a role in help-seeking behaviors and connections to other individuals with similar conditions and experiences [115]. Similarly, technology-mediated communication
via SMS or phone calls may also characterize mechanisms for getting back to social lives after
hospitalization. The social networks and the benefits that people draw across various social media
and technology-mediated communication platforms are varied. How can we understand these
contexts together and the role they play in supporting social reintegration for mental health? Future
work can combine social and behavioral traces across these contexts with qualitative insights from
hospitalized individuals to inform the design of new systems supporting social reintegration. Such
future systems can potentially serve as reintegration resources to individuals after hospitalization,
similar to rehabilitation programs [138].
However, we note an important caveat in these design suggestions. Unlike other life transitions
such as parenthood [64] or gender identity transitions [74], transitions of mental health statuses
could be cyclical or non-linear, rarely unidirectional, or permanent. Relapse and re-hospitalizations
are exceptionally common for the conditions we study in this paper, like schizophrenia and mood
disorders [133]. Therefore people undergo multiple transitions and possibly return to past selves
several times along the course of the illness; this is unlikely the case with other life transitions
explored in prior literature [73]. People may also choose to not use social media (or use it differently)
during these major life transitions. Therefore, the above design suggestions cannot be uncritically
followed without accounting for the complexities of the context. Further research is needed to
uncover the specific ways and points in time that social media could support reintegration.
7.3.2 Personalized technology-based interventions for mental health. Technology-based behavioral and psychological intervention strategies are increasingly applied to mental health for selfassessment and self-monitoring, psychoeducation, goal setting, and skill building [109]. To obtain
desired outcomes, sustained client engagement and participation are crucial; however, technologybased interventions are known to have challenges with limited participation and high attrition
rates [161]. Moreover, existing interventions consider different symptoms as distinct entities without taking into account the person’s social and ecological context. However, the clinical literature
says that the boundaries between the presentation of different disorders are often not so strict [83].
One way to improve engagement and create room for representing individualized heterogeneity of
mental health states and experiences could be factoring in the specific individual’s experiences
into the intervention design and tailor support and care according to their context. The Possible
Selves framework [103] and methodology we adopt in RQ1 can be applied to engagement data from
intervention tools to uncover patterns of behaviors that can inform personalized delivery of support
and care [29]. From RQ2, we found that after hospitalization two distinct prominent trajectories
emerge: those who incorporate the illness and get back to social lives, and those who withdraw
from active use of platforms. The support needs of these two groups might vary drastically and
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the intervention tools can account for these differences to maintain engagement from clients with
varied experiences. In essence, we posit that such an approach to describe a person’s clinical and
social care needs, as well as their mental health state aligns with the vision of NIMH’s Research
Domain Criteria (RDoC) [83], that defines five ‘domains’ each reflecting a psychophysiological system in which a person’s functioning is impaired, to different degrees. The PSS-based recovery and
reintegration trajectories can also inform out-patient programs or community integration programs
that are traditionally referred to patients by social workers or staff during the time of discharge
from the hospital. Specifically, this information might help contextualize how clinical treatment (as
provided by the hospital), and social care (outside the hospital), including technology-mediated
support, might contribute to a collaborative recovery and reintegration plan.
7.4 Limitations and Future Directions
Our work has some limitations. First, we note caveats in our data. The data on medical records
comes from consented participants seeking treatment within a single healthcare system in a specific
geography comprising English-speaking, Western populations. The demographics therefore, are
skewed and we caution against sweeping generalizations. We also acknowledge that our examination of social media is limited to a single platform, Facebook. Moreover, we combined different
mental health conditions into a single study population, to understand recovery and reintegration
transitions surrounding hospitalization. Future work can extend the current findings to explore
commonalities and differences in the transitions experienced by people with different illnesses and
comorbid conditions. Second, we were able to capture aspects of clinical care based on hospitalization dates and social care based on digital traces from Facebook data. However, not all aspects
of social care might be visible on social media. For instance, caregivers and offline connections,
community integration programs and support groups both offline and online also contribute to
social aspects of care in mental health. Future work can explore these offline facets. Similarly,
the use of the PSS-based trajectories in clinical contexts (as discussed in section 7.2) requires
additional rigorous validation in future work. Finally, for easier interpretation, we examined linear
transitions that people experience around recovery and reintegration. However, literature suggests
that transitions can be non-linear and cyclical [92]. Future work can explore modeling strategies
and in-depth interviews to uncover these complex transitions, and pre- and post-hospitalization
experiences.
8 CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented a theory-driven modeling approach to understand heterogeneous behaviors and self-presentations of people as they experience mental illness transitions. Through
expert interviews and validation of the modeling approach, this paper contributes a taxonomy of six
possible self statuses (PSS) exhibited on social media around psychiatric hospitalizations. Then, by
studying how people transition from one PSS to another during the periods surrounding hospitalizations, we presented an empirical framework to understand clinical recovery and social reintegration
trajectories of people. Finally, using the taxonomy of PSS and the framework elucidating their trajectories of transitions, we assessed social reintegration after psychiatric hospitalizations. Our work
provides a first step towards combining peoples’ clinical and social experiences around psychiatric
hospitalizations to extend the opportunities in leveraging social media for mental health.
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